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Introduction
There is nothing more annoying than a VOR transmission situation that you can’t solve, but just knowing
where to start is often the biggest problem.
When the truck industry started to use automatic transmissions some 15 years ago, there was a huge
leap in automation and electronic control. It’s a highly complex area with many pitfalls for the Transport
or Workshop Manager, as few have ever been formally trained in electronic diagnosis.
So what do you do? Call out the service engineer? Replace the unit?
Far from it! At ZF Ecodrive Transmissions we run a technical helpline that will point you in the right
direction for a start. But we thought we would go further than that.
We’ve produced a series of workshop hints and suggestions aimed at the truck engineer. We thought we

These will in effect be troubleshooting solutions that deal with the day to day running of the
transmission: how to get the best out of the unit, how to maintain it and most importantly how to check all
is well.

Technical Helpline
01204 701 812
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Ecosplit 3 gearboxes losing drive
With an Ecosplit gearbox what you first need to do is split the unit into three distinct modules, these being
the main 3 or 4 speed section (dependent on specification) located in the centre on the unit, the Splitter
group located at the front on the unit and the range change group located at the rear of the unit.
Then what you need to ask is: when the unit drops out of gear, does the gear lever move in the cab? If so,
you have identified that the main 3 or 4 speed gearbox section could be at fault.
The next question is, does this happen in all gears? If so, this normally indicates a problem with the
following:
Linkage incorrectly adjusted or worn

Wear at the shift turret

Remove the linkage and
drive the vehicle in the
low gear you have
experienced the
problem with; if this
stops the dropping out of
gear then you know that
the problem is with the linkage somewhere.
If it doesn’t, then you know the problem is
with the gearbox. (This test should be carried
out in a safe driving environment off the main
highway).

If you find wear at the
shift turret then this will
need specialist
investigation to rectify.
You will also probably
find that if this item is
worn then other parts
of the gearbox will need replacing. For a full
investigation and quotation please speak to
our sales team on 01204 701 812, option 2;
they will be happy to help.

In gear detent worn
Dependent on the
specification, the in gear
detent will be located on
the shift turret; this is to
assist with holding in the
relevant gear selected.
Remove this item and
look for wear on both the detent and the
corresponding part.

If this only happens in one or two gears
this normally indicates a problem with the
relevant synchro, which can normally be
reproduced in both high and low range; for
example:
16 speed: (1st/5th), (2nd/6th), (3rd/7th),
(4th/8th).
12 speed: (1st/4th), (2nd/5th), (3rd/6th).
This again needs specialist investigation to
rectify, so give our sales team a call on
01204 701 812, option 2.
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If the gear lever doesn’t move when losing drive,
then this indicates a problem with either the
range change group or the splitter group. First
you need to know the following:
The splitter group is a clutch dependent system

If you have to move the gear lever into the
neutral position to obtain drive then you know
it’s the range change group causing your
problem. You can narrow this down by
looking at the following:

and will only change when it gets the relevant

Are you getting relevant air supplies to the

signal from the vehicle clutch system to say that

relevant valves?

the clutch is fully disengaged (the type of signal

If you remove the air supplies does it still drop

will vary depending on the vehicle manufac-

out?

turer).

Is the detent worn? It’s located at the top on the

The range

rear housing just behind the range change

group is a

cylinder.

neutral signal
system that
should only
change when
the gear lever
is in the neutral position.

Can you obtain drive again by just depressing
the clutch? If so, then you know the splitter group
is at fault and you can narrow your search by
looking at the following:

If these are all ok then the most likely cause is
the range change synchro is worn. This will
require specialist investigation from one of our
fully trained engineers, this can be requested by
contacting our sales team on
01204 701 812 option 2.

Are you getting relevant air supplies to the

If you need any further advice, require a

relevant valves?

specialist investigation or are looking for a

If you remove the air supplies to the

quote please contact our team:

gearbox does it still drop out?
Is the detent worn? It’s located at the bottom
within the webbing at the front of the main case

Service: dsmith@ecodrive.co.uk

(if removed the oil will run out).

Parts: tlovatt@ecodrive.co.uk

If these are all ok then the most likely cause is
the splitter synchro is worn. This will require
specialist investigation from one of our fully
trained engineers, this can be requested
by contacting our sales team on 01204 701 812
option 2.
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Recommended oils for the different gearboxes
It is imperative that you use the correct oil for the relevant gearbox type and carry out the required service
intervals; failure to do this can result in premature wear and shifting problems or in some cases complete
gearbox failure.
To identify the relevant oil type / category you need to have a look at the
ZF identification plate, located on the main case; this ID plate is credit card
sized and is normally silver and blue (please see picture left). You will find
the required information on oil quantity and oil TE-ML category on the bottom of the ID plate.
With this information and the gearbox type, you can either visit our website
at www.ecodrive.co.uk where you will find all relevant lubrication listings or contact our sales team who will
be able to advise accordingly. ZF have some fantastic lubricants available which will assist with running
costs and gearbox life.

Basic checks to carry out on AS Tronic gearboxes prior to
requesting a field service visit
Splitter group test
This test is carried out
to conclude if the splitter
synchro is worn and is
creating shifting
problems.

Proceed with 40 shifts back and forth from
1st to 2nd gear and what should happen is
the splitter should change quickly, which you
should be able to hear, dependent on vehicle
type and gearbox location.

First you start the
vehicle and allow the
air to build to operating
pressure; you then put
the vehicle into manual
mode at the selector
and select 1st gear; you
then use the joy stick to go into 2nd gear,
then back into 1st gear, then back into 2nd
gear.

If at any point during this process the
gearbox doesn’t change then you have
confirmed that the splitter group is end
dogging, causing the problem. Unfortunately
this means that the gearbox needs to be
removed for specialist investigation by one of
our fully training engineers.
Please speak to our sales team on
01204 701 812 option 2; they will be able to
provide a quotation for this work to be carried
out.
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Clutch actuator test:
As this item carries out a
lot of shifts over a period
of time, wear can be
generating in the bore of
the main cylinder.
One way to test this item
is to remove the clutch
actuator and locate the
17mm chamber screw on the side of the main
body; by removing this you will able to push
the bellow into the cylinder.
Once all the way in, put the chamber screw
back in the relevant position and tighten, then
release the bellow to see how fast the bellow
releases. A new actuator will hold for hours
with very little movement; however if the
chamber is worn then the bellow will release
quite quickly, indicating that the cylinder is
worn and that this component is in need of
replacement.
Please contact our sales team with the
gearbox details so that the relevant part can
be identified, as this will depend on gearbox
specification.
Clutch fork lubrication:
It is imperative that
the clutch fork is
free and lubricated
correctly; this will
give better gearbox
performance and
prolong vehicle
clutch life.
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ZF currently have two different designs to the
clutch assembly and both need lubricating in
a different way and with the relevant lubrication. To obtain this information and the appropriate lubrication, please speak to one of our
sales staff on 01204 701 812 option 2.
Fault codes on display:
As with any system
where fault codes
are displayed, this
gives our technical
engineers the
relevant
information to point
you in the right direction, so prior to ringing
Ecodrive it is always good practice to have
this information to hand
in addition to all your
gearbox details.
If you are only able
to advise the vehicle
manufacturer fault
codes then this should
not present a problem
as our engineers are
able to cross refer on
most occasions.
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Oil escaping from the breather on AS Tronic Mid gearboxes
With the AS Tronic Mid range unit we have experienced oil leaking from the air system exhaust; this exhaust port is located near or behind the gearbox mounting bracket on the near side.
Once the gearbox is removed from the vehicle, we have a quick and easy fix and it takes one of our ZF
trained engineers around two hours to rectify the problem by fitting the relevant new parts and flushing the
air system.
This can be carried out at either our workshop or on-site at a customer’s premises. To obtain a quotation
for this work, please ring our sales team on 01204 701 812 option 2.

AS Tronic Shift actuator leaking air
Air leakage from the shift actuator can occur in a few different positions. Please observe the following
areas closely to locate it:
The pressure regulator
This part can be found
where the main air
supply enters the shift
actuator; if the
regulator is leaking then
this needs to be
replaced.
Please contact our sales team on 01204 701
812 option 2; they will identify the relevant
part and provide a quote.
The gasket:
Between the upper half and the lower half of
the shift actuator is a gasket that if broken
can let air escape. Obviously the gasket will
need replacing, so again please contact our
sales team on the number above.

The 4 ports on the side of the bell housing
just below the pressure regulator:
These ports are for the
gearboxes’ air exhaust
when carrying out shifts;
if air is constantly leaking from this area then
your shift actuator is
faulty.
To combat this issue Ecodrive have
introduced an exchange scheme to get you
back on the road with minimal downtime and
at a very good price.
Please speak with our sales team to get the
current exchange price and for advice on
how to change this unit; alternatively you can
request a field service visit, where our
engineer will confirm the fault and supply and
fit the relevant unit.
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www.ecodrive.co.uk
Manchester T 01204 701 812 · F 01204 701 516
Service dsmith@ecodrive.co.uk · Parts tlovatt@ecodrive.co.uk

